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	Hacking For Dummies (Computer/Tech), 9780470052358 (047005235X), For Dummies, 2006
Welcome to Hacking For Dummies, 2nd Edition. This book outlines — in plain English — computer hacker tricks and techniques that you can use to assess the security of your own information systems, find security vulnerabilities, and fix the weaknesses before criminal hackers and rogue insiders have an opportunity to take advantage of them. This hacking is the professional, aboveboard, and legal type of security testing — which I call ethical hacking throughout the book.

Computer and network security is a complex subject and an ever-moving target. You must stay on top of it to ensure that your information is protected from the bad guys. That’s where the tools and techniques outlined in this book can help.

You can implement all the security technologies and other best practices possible, and your information systems may be secure — as far as you know. However, until you understand how malicious attackers think, apply that knowledge, and use the right tools to assess your systems from their point of view, you can’t get a true sense of how secure your information really is.

Ethical hacking — which encompasses formal and methodical penetration testing, white-hat hacking, and vulnerability testing — is a necessary requirement to help validate that information systems are truly secure on an ongoing basis. This book provides you with the knowledge required to successfully implement an ethical hacking program along with countermeasures that you can implement to keep malicious hackers and rogue insiders out of your business.
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Official Samba-3 HOWTO and Reference Guide, The (2nd Edition) (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
Fully Updated to Reflect Major Improvements and Configuration Changes in Samba-3.0.11 through 3.0.20+!

You’ve deployed Samba: Now get the most out of it with today’s definitive guide to maximizing Samba performance, stability, reliability, and power in your production environment. Direct from members of the...


		

Learning Wireless JavaO'Reilly, 2001
"Learning Wireless Java" is for Java developers who want to quickly come up to speed and create applications for the Micro Edition audience. This book covers the Connected, Limited Device Configuration and the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP), both currently available from Javasoft. The CLDC contains APIs for small devices that...

		

FileMaker Pro 8.5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
FileMaker Pro 8.5 Bible provides step-by-step procedures for using virtually all FileMaker Pro features and performing all tasks. This best-selling volume has been updated to reflect Version 8.5, the latest version of FileMaker Pro workgroup database. Applicable to both the Mac and Windows versions of FileMaker Pro, this...




	

The Physics of Dilute Magnetic AlloysCambridge University Press, 2012

	Available for the first time in English, this classic text by Jun Kondo describes the Kondo effect thoroughly and intuitively. Its clear and concise treatment makes this book of interest to graduate students and researchers in condensed matter physics. The first half of the book describes the rudiments of the theory of metals at a level that...


		

Advances in K-means Clustering: A Data Mining Thinking (Springer Theses: Recognizing Outstanding Ph.D. Research)Springer, 2012

	The series ‘‘Springer Theses’’ brings together a selection of the very best Ph.D.

	theses from around the world and across the physical sciences. Nominated and

	endorsed by two recognized specialists, each published volume has been selected

	for its scientific excellence and the high impact of its contents for...

		

CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, 8th Edition (Exams 220-801 & 220-802)McGraw-Hill, 2012

	The bestselling CompTIA A+ reference and test preparation guide--fully revised for the new 2012 exam topics


	Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, the new edition of this trusted resource offers complete, up-to-date coverage of CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802. You’ll find learning...
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